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With this Supplemental Response, AT&T is providing further detail on its plans following closing of the DIRECTV merger with respect to fiber-to-the-premises ("FTTP") deployment.

61. REQUEST:

The Company states on page 41 of the Public Interest Statement that it will commit to funding FTTP investments to two million “more” customer locations if the Transaction is approved. The Stankey Declaration identifies a specific number of customer locations that the Company had already planned to expand FTTP to in the absence of the Transaction.

a. state whether (i) the Company is committing to expand FTTP to two million customer locations over and above the number of customer locations specified in the Stankey Declaration as those to which the Company planned to expand FTTP even in the absence of the Transaction; or (ii) if the Company is committing to expand FTTP only to two million more locations than it currently serves;

b. describe the specific post-Transaction commitment, if any, beyond the Company’s pre-Transaction plans;

c. for the pre-Transaction customer locations to which the Company planned to expand FTTP, state the fraction of these FTTP locations that will be residential locations and the fraction that will be nonresidential locations;

d. for the 2 million more post-Transaction customer locations to which the Company plans expand FTTP, if any, state the fraction of these additional locations that will be residential locations and the fraction will be non-residential locations;

e. for the pre-Transaction customer locations to which the Company planned to expand FTTP, state the fraction of these locations that is currently served by (i) plain copper with no xDSL capability; (ii) xDSL; (iii) IPDSL (iv) FTTN without capability to provide MVPD Service; and (iv) FTTN with capability to provide MVPD Service; and
f. for the 2 million more or additional customer locations to which the Company has committed to extend FTTP post-Transaction, if any, state the fraction of these additional locations that is currently served by (i) plain copper with no xDSL capability; (ii) xDSL; (iii) IPDSL (iv) FTTN without capability to provide MVPD Service; and (iv) FTTN with capability to provide MVPD Service.

RESPONSE:

As previously described in the record, AT&T used its pre-transaction FTTP Investment Model to determine the number of locations to which it will be economically feasible to expand its FTTP footprint post-transaction. [BEGIN AT&T HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION]

[END AT&T HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION] Attached is Exhibit 61.f identifying the distribution areas for these customer locations.
Exhibit 61.f Is Redacted in Its Entirety as Highly Confidential Information